
She is clothed with strength and dignity; she can laugh at the days to come
Proverbs 31:25

Inspiring women to develop an outward style to reveal their inner beauty!

Hello Beautiful Friend!

I hope you enjoyed seeing some of the Spring trends in my last few emails!

Have you added any to your wardrobe yet? Did you have a favorite you want to

try? Denim is such a big trend right now that I thought it deserved an email all

its own. I LOVE denim because I can be very casual, or I can dress it up and

wear it with my pearls and other accessories to bring out my Style Fashionista

personality.  

Here are some examples of what you might already be seeing in the stores and

online this season.

Denim Trends!

Light Wash Wide Leg

While I think dark wash denim is

still a dressier look for trouser type

jeans, the very light wash is what is

most popular right now in denim. 

Definitely the most popular right

now and they say skinnies are out!

Remember, if wide leg is not for

you (especially if you are petite)

then try a straight leg, bootcut or

flare leg.



Metallic Denim Wide Cuffs

Metallics are very popular and

might not be for everyone but it

could be fun!

Not sure what I think of this look

yet but it could be fun to try - if you

can keep the proportions right to

look the best on your legs.

Pin-Tuck Patchwork

I love this look and have been

looking for the perfect pair 

These are interesting. I think I

prefer a little over a lot

https://www.loft.com/clothing/jeans/catl000015/756025.html?dwvar_756025_color=1506&dwvar_756025_size=214&currency=USD&country=US&cid=LT_GGL_BRD_PLA_LT_GGL_RTN_PMAX_Catchall%7CCatchall&ogmap=PLA%7CRTN%7CGOOG%7CSTND%7Cc%7CSITEWIDE%7CCORE%7CLT_GGL_RTN_PMAX_Catchall%7CCatchall%7C%7C18160915370%7C&gad_source=1
https://www.whitehouseblackmarket.com/store/product/High-Rise-Every-Day-Soft-Novelty-Button-Wide-Leg-Pant/570358341?inseam=long&sizeType=regular&color=3303&size=10&sem=pmax&gad_source=1
https://www.chicos.com/store/product/Girlfriend-Coated-Ankle-Jeans/570337353?color=6325&size=7258&sem=pmax&gad_source=1
https://www.loft.com/clothing/jeans/catl000015/766998.html?dwvar_766998_color=2661&dwvar_766998_size=213&currency=USD&country=US&cid=LT_GGL_BRD_PLA_LT_GGL_RTN_PMAX_Catchall%7CCatchall&ogmap=PLA%7CRTN%7CGOOG%7CSTND%7Cc%7CSITEWIDE%7CCORE%7CLT_GGL_RTN_PMAX_Catchall%7CCatchall%7C%7C18160915370%7C&gad_source=1


Cargo Laser Print

The pockets down the legs on jeans

are a very popular trend this

season and add a fun detail. (Extra

pockets can also come in very

handy too!)

The very popular laser print isn’t

just showing up in blouses, but is

also popular in jeans too. 

If you see me out, I’m sure you will see me in one of these pairs of jeans

above! Have fun trying these and maybe adding to your spring wardrobe too!

Is your church or organization planning a ladies event this year? I would love to

be your speaker! Click below to download and share (email or print) my

Speaker sheet with my presentation info.

Planning a Girlfriend Getaway to the Smoky Mountains or just want to have

your girlfriends over for a get together?

Contact me about doing a fun Style Party where everyone can learn their best

colors, styles and accessories! 

https://www.talbots.com/pintuck-flare-leg-jeans---lapis-wash/P241161023.html?dwvar_P241161023_color=LAPIS%20WASH&dwvar_P241161023_sizeType=MS&dwvar_P241161023_size=010&cmp=dfc-TLB-google-pla-OG_GOOG_PLA_PLA_PMAX_REV_JEANS&ogmap=PLA%7CPLA%7CGOOG%7CPMAX%7C%7CSITEWIDE%7C%7COG_GOOG_PLA_PLA_PMAX_REV_JEANS%7C%7Badgroup%7D%7C%7C18454101112%7C&gad_source=1
https://www.chicos.com/store/product/Girlfriend-Laser-Patch-Flare-Jeans/570359979?color=6377&size=7255&sem=pmax&gad_source=1
https://www.whitehouseblackmarket.com/store/product/High-Rise-Cargo-Bootcut-Jeans/570359482?inseam=regular&sizeType=curvy&color=5628&size=10&sem=pmax&gad_source=1
https://www.chicos.com/store/product/Floral-Laser-Print-Trouser-Jeans/570361642?color=6417&size=7278&sem=pmax&gad_source=1
mailto:donna@donnaroland.com?subject=Email%20Inquiry%20-%20Guest%20Speaker!


Download My Speaker Sheet to Share!

The Spring Closet Outfit Planner is out now and only $39! This is one of the

best tools I can recommend for helping you develop a spring wardrobe

designed just for you! Click here for more details and to order yours today!

 

From a heart filled with grace and veins

filled with glitter,

Donna

P.S. Is your church or ladies organization planning an

event?  I would love to be your Guest

Speaker! Email or call 865.599.6682

 

What I offer...

Christian Women’s Events

Corporate & Professional Events

Wardrobe Solutions Workshops

Girlfriend Getaways / Style Parties

Clothing Analysis & Closet Organizing

Personal Styling & Shopping

www.donnaroland.com  |  865.599.6682  |  donna@donnaroland.com
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